
Statewide Academic Council Summary - January 17, 2013 

Present:  Elisha Baker, Susan Henrichs, Rick Caulfield, Dan Montieth, Helena Wisniewski, Robert 

Boeckman, Gwen Gruenig, Saichi Oba, Dana Thomas 

1. Approval of the summary of the 12.5.12 meeting – Attachment - accepted 
 

2. New Program Proposals? Deletions? 
 

a. UAF proposals to delete the MAT in Math, the MS General Science, and the MAT in 
Physics. 

b. UAA will have some for February; UAS has suspended the admission to the Associate of 
Business (AB). 

 

3. Common format for Program Review reporting – update provided by Bear Baker – brief 
discussion of cost/efficiency analysis – consistency in this regard across MAUs – Gwen Gruenig 
input – Delaware survey of instructional cost/credit hour per program allocates all 
administrative and student services.  State of Alaska legislative audit does a unit cost analysis – 
includes physical plant costs – cost/credit delivered and research funding received.  Deal with 
non-instructional costs.  Bear Baker started with Delaware model and is calculating the margin 
for all programs, not just academic, e.g., hockey.  Follows individual students – uses a consultant 
(model belongs to him; Mike Leonardi has done work for 30 universities, his model does not 
include research) and will have peer comparisons.  First programs being done, will take a while.  
How do you specify physical plan cost?  Should have costs at end of this semester.  Explore how 
the cost of research is addressed in this model.  How is distance education handled?  How are 
community campuses addressed?  Cost to deliver a credit hour in every program at every 
campus.  Gwen Gruenig- Legislative audit did a pretty good job of allocating research costs out – 
can look at that approach.  Susan Henrichs had explored a fairly simple instructional cost model 
– only messy part is where programs share courses.  Danger in presenting programmatic 
cost/revenue ratios broadly.  Need to communicate fixed costs issue – all savings go into this.  
Spend an hour or so discussing this – perhaps have Mike Leonardi talk with SAC. 
 

4. Policy and Regulation Review - Attachments 
a. (10-03) – provosts will check to see if deans play a role in recommending candidates for 

degrees and certificates.  Bear will check the list of honorary doctorate titles on page 4; 
Engineering, Management, Health look like they are needed – Bear okay with current 
list.  Revise wording on page 4 #2.  Approved as is. 

b. (10-09) – Dana has checked to see if we can just delete this section.  We cannot.  Please 
see response from General Counsel – Attachment – Dana will revise as possible given 
feedback from Ardith. 
 

5. Update on AAC&U GER workshop January 11 & 12 - Robert Boeckman – faculty alliance looked 
at tension between BOR policy and MAU autonomy with respect to GERs.  There are particular 
courses where problems exist.  When a student takes a course at one MAU that may transfer 
into another MAU – but it may not meet prerequisite requirements for degree requirement 
courses.  Better coordination could reduce these problems.  Workshop sought to work on these 
issues – 10 to 12 representatives (primarily faculty but some registrar offices reps) from each 
MAU took part.  Two broad parts – best practices in GERs and best assessment practices.  What 



are the focus elements for outcomes for each MAU – where are there commonalities, 
differences?  What would GERs for each broad area (math, social engagement, etc in LEAP) 
learning outcome look like if the system could agree on it?  Each group with mixed MAU 
representation came up with such a statement.  Developed an action plan – distribute to SAC.  
For next six to 12 months the action plan identifies 4 steps – each MAU faculty senate will 
consider the coordination of GER requirements, form a subcommittee to develop a common set 
of learning outcomes for system GERs close to LEAP and modified UAF LEAP version.  Each MAU 
would identify the courses that would satisfy those outcomes, then transfer courses would be 
appropriately aligned.  Meet monthly for one year – complete January 2014 – accomplish within 
6 months if possible – group meet by video conference every other month and in-person every 
other month.  Acknowledge that UAF has done a fair amount of work based on LEAP and UAA 
and UAS should encourage a LEAP type outcome to help facilitate this process.  Everyone 
surprised and pleased by collaboration and agreement that occurred.  Sense of place was an 
important discussion element that could be used to market the system + undergraduate 
research and engagement distinguishes our student’s experiences.  Each MAU’s curriculum 
review committee should examine other MAU catalogs and the impact on those when making 
curricular changes. 
 

6. Continuing conversation on High Demand Job list revision – Gwen Gruenig – Attachment – Susan 
Henrichs- Mapping the degree onto the high demand list is challenging, e.g., fisheries.  Gwen – 
fisheries not well represented in DOL database.  How is mapping done? SW IR used to do this 
but then moved to MAU in conjunction with performance report development.  Process needs 
to end up in SAC – MAUs should probably map programs to occupations.  There are some 
additional items other than occupational forecasts that may impact high demand – e.g., 
legislative changes like small airlines likely to require two qualified pilots soon.  SAC asked to 
look at 4 steps – suggest revisions to these.  Gwen will send out most recent DOL and IR 
information. 
 

7. Continuing discussion on metrics –  Susan Henrichs proposal attachment - Gwen Gruenig – show 
underlying variables and narrative needed for each metric – e.g., ratio of graduates/enrolled 
major can go down when enrollment is rising.  Gwen will send out access to latest version that is 
editable.  SAC asked to review and pick their favorites.   
 

8. Textbook Cost Report to BOR February - one report prepared by Saichi Oba – five to six page 
summary – working with textbook folks at each MAU – they have provided spreadsheets.  
Report will be sent to BOR in advance.  Using a faculty panel (Faculty Alliance reps) to answer 
BOR questions and student input.  What measures are being taken to reduce text costs at each 
MAU?  Intro will provide national context.  How much is spent per student at a campus (part-
time, full-time).  Asking MAUs to address how faculty order text books – timeline, shipping, etc.  
Any disaggregation by lower division, upper division, and graduate (Saichi  Oba– limit to 
undergraduate – does not have separation of lower and upper at the moment)?  MAU costs 
differ – graduate coursework at UAF and STEM emphasis.  Share spreadsheet with provosts.   
Okay to leave out graduate coursework.  Include some publisher approaches, e.g., new editions 
every few years with little change that keep prices high.  Saichi Oba asked for anecdotal 
information on special efforts faculty are taking to keep costs down and information on e-book 
use (evolution of e-texts over past few years – e.g., inserting notes in margin or via comments, 
key word searches, etc.).   



 

9. Fee Report – need a template for MAU reports and common data definitions – April BOR?  
Report from each MAU (including UA SW).  What should the template include – MAU specific 
fees (e.g., sustainability or green fee) and course fees.  Total fees for various credit loads.   Are 
course fees included?  Ashok Roy said no – he made a request for all fees information.  Amount 
of fee, date instituted, date last increased, etc.  Can pull request out of Banner – thousands – 
but if dates of implementation needed very time consuming.  Bear will share template.   Do we 
include not credit course fees?  Do we include sponsored courses?  Every fee in whole system.   
Even if purposes differ would be nice to use information for both purposes.  
 

10. Should UA have a common student survey, e.g., NSSE & CCSSE?  Note that AGB Student Affairs 
brochure says yes, and regents are reading this for their retreat.  UAS using McDowell group to 
pursue specific questions/issues – more productive than NSSE/CCSSE.  UAF – CCSSE not 
particularly useful. 
 

11. FYI - Continuing education database – Ellucian software – Dana Thomas –Some suggested that  
Banner is inflexible – so UA should not put good money after bad.  
 

12. FYI - January BOR Retreat A&SA Discussion 
a. Agenda setting 
b. New regent orientation to A&SA areas 
c. Program review 

 
13. FYI - February BOR draft agenda overview 

a. SB 241 report – Diane Hirshberg, Lexi Hill, Kathy Bertram, Education Deans 
b. Text book cost – Saichi Oba 
c. Continue Metrics discussion – Gwen Gruenig 

14. FYI - Future BOR draft agendas overview 
a. Fees – April? 
b. Developmental Education – June (set) 
c. Program Review – September (set) 

 
15. Reminders 

a. January 25, 2013 - FY13 TVEP Programs Status Reports due  to Office of Workforce 
Programs 

b. January 25, 2013 - FY13 TVEP Unencumbered Funds Request Proposals due to Office of 
Workforce Programs 

c. February 15, 2013 - FY14 TVEP Requests Proposals due to Office of Workforce Programs 
 

16.  FSMI update – Rick Caulfield – Attachment – update flyer distributed to SAC to see if any 
 questions or concerns.  FSMI did not make the governor’s budget.   

 

17.  Roundtable – Rick – Alaska Teacher Education Consortium next meeting in April – feedback 
 needed. 

 

 



Topics for next SAC meeting? 

1. Early discussion of FY15 budget proposals 
a. E-Learning? 
b. Acceleration Project – re-inventing developmental education (like California, Virginia) 

Include near completers and probation students? 
c. Research seed/match – regents support this 
d. Mining 
e. FSMI 

2. Policy and Reg (10-04) Reminder = General consensus was that we keep policy on eLearning brief and 

emphasize student support services, e.g., advising, financial aid, library and information resources access, 

etc.  Dana, Bear, and Helena will work on this section to add e-Learning elements; definition, access to 

library and information resources and student services.  Susan will work on C- grade issue on pages 11 and 

13.  All MAUs should examine their catalogs with respect to the definition of grades.  Align with WICHE 

physical presence.  Dana Thomas will coordinated with Helena Wisniewski and Bear Baker.  Make BOR 

policy more lenient and let MAUs set more strict requirements.  Bear hears from BOR and legislators that 

C- should be counted as C for transfers.   


